The Role of The Audience in Action Painting
Introduction: Action painting, also called

gestural-abstraction, is a form of painting
that emphasizes the movement of the artist
in the process of making an artwork and
seeks to communicate this movement to
spectators (Froman 1988). Action
painting is about the vacillation between
the artist and the audience. The audience
can identify and understand the mentality
and emotions of the artist through the final
piece. Action painting can inspire, raise
awareness or awe and amuse.

Abstract: This poster explores the role of the audience in 'action painting',

examining how this painting style's emphasizes the artist's movement and the
spectator's engagement with it destabilizes the work of art itself.

Conclusion:

§ Action painting requests the viewers to
participate.
§ It makes the audience part of the action so that
they move with the rhythm of lines.
§ Even if the artist is satisfied with their own
work, this is only one aspect of the piece; the
interpretation of spectators is a crucial
component that the artist cannot fully control.
§ In many cases, viewers
might lack the attention to do what the action
painting has required from them. But if the
audience opens their mind, they are able to
take part in the action painting.
§ The art is always shifting and unstable since the
experience of an artwork varies a great deal
from person to person in the audience.
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